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On the dog situation more dogs on rescue than waiting
to give dogs a home. Audrey Weston founder member of
Dobermann Rescue 45-years ago and secretary for many
years who gave up the position due to ill health a couple of
years ago. Had been made president of Dobermann Rescue
in recognition of all the work she has done over the years.
My full report will follow in the Autumn.
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article is permitted subject to Dobermann Rescue and the author receiving acknowledgement.

Cranfield Kennels, Cranfield Park Road, Wickford,
Essex SS12 9LG - 01268 733 353

On one of our pages in Lifeline we have hidden a small
photo of MAE the bitch who passed away in 2012.
You are encouraged to send in the name of the article
and the page number with MAE on it – and one lucky
winner will receive a RESCUE mug. Entries should be sent
to lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk with the subject “25th
Anniversary Contest” by the 25th May 2013. You can
also write in to Lynda Tregenna, Sponsadobe Secretary,
49 Totnes Road, Welling, Kent, DA16 1BU, UK.
If writing in, please be sure to include your postal address!
Good luck!

summer show
thankyou
Sunday 21st July 2013

Jackie Cantrell & Shirley Young for the hand
made cards
Jennifer & John Couch for the dog bedding

Steve Sant for all the guidance and support given
to Ian on all website matters, very much appreciated
All the people that give the used stamps at shows
& the people that come to the rescue stall &
supports us a big thank you - Sue & Greta Thorpe

Thought of the day:

old age means realising you
will never own all the dogs you
wanted to
Joe Grores
reports etc...

Members
Ian Tregenna 0208 303 2664 49 Totnes Road, Welling, Kent DA16 1BU
Gill Westwood 01502 741773 ‘Avalon’ Beach Road, Kessingland, Lowestoft NR33 7RW
Jackie Ingram 01277 260457 Fox Burrows, Beredens, Great Warley, Brentwood,
Essex CM13 3JB

I would like to start with a huge thank you to Martin for
allowing us another edition of Lifeline. Just to remind all
readers of this magazine, due to the financial climate,
Lifeline was to be discontinued.
Since the last edition we have had some great news.
Alfie and Lucy have both gone off to live their lives in
France with Jim and Beryl Stephenson. I receive regular
updates and pictures of them. I cannot thank them enough
for giving Alfie and Lucy a chance to live their lives in the
the luxury they both deserve.
Recently, we seem to have a bit of an influx of oldies.
Unfortunately, the majority of enquiries want young ones
or even puppies. Sadly, this does not help the older ones
that are just as nice and usually easier.
On the financial side, we just manage to tick over.
Due to the higher volume of oldies our kennelling cost are
increasing, thankfully, the kennel fees have not increased
and have not done so for many years.
Donations are becoming harder to come for most charities
these days but our charity has been very fortunate to have
the regular supporters that support us in many ways.
We have our Sponsadobe scheme and Sales, run by Lynda
and Ian Tregenna. They also organise the Christmas treat
fund, which the treats takes us into Spring. The dogs look
forward to their bones and chews. Also we are fortunate
to have our show in July organised by Jackie Ingram and
her band of helpers, not forgetting the Dobermann Club
for donating their super venue for the day and they also
allow us their clubhouse for our AGM. Without this sort of
help our charity would genuinely struggle and maybe even
cease. So it is very important to keep it going with all the
help we can get. I would like to thank
everyone for supporting Dobermann Rescue.
Please continue to help in whichever way you
can. It is very much appreciated.

We at SPONSADOBE appreciate reader support, so on
their behalf, and being our 25th anniversary (1988-2013)
we are running a contest to encourage you to examine
the details of our new layout and the in-depth articles
assembled here.

dopey dobey on page 9
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ALFIE & LUCY can do nothing else but to hope these two beautiful oldies
stay together. Owners died and so sad that they are now with us in
their latter years of life. Alfie is10 and Lucy is 8

Allo Allo!

Alfie and I were talking one day about all the things that had happened to us and
trying to make sense of it all, we were happy with our carer Ann at Cranfield but the
weather in Essex can leave a lot to be desired as winter sets in. Together we decided
that a move to warmer climes might be in order and Ann obliged by getting us fitted
out with our passports and Jabs and to all intents and purposes we were ready to go.
When adopting an owner it is really important to make sure they fit the bill, we found
an older couple from Limoges in France who seemed suitable, we decided against a
younger owner as they would probably be difficult to Dobeytrain and far too active
for us.
We invited Jim and Beryl for an interview and on a cold clear day in early December
they arrived. They passed the initial “meet the giddy Dobey” test so we progressed to
stage 2 the “walking the owner” test which they again passed with flying colours.
I suggested to Alfie that we take them for a run in the country to test the comfort of
our transport again all was fine. We then sent them off for the night while we made
our decision.
Early next morning they came to pick us up, we hopped into our car and set off for
France. After a trot out in Folkestone we went on Eurotunnel which we both agree is
a Dobey friendly way to travel. It was a long drive down through France and we were
both tired and excited when we arrived, we decided to have an early night before
exploring our new home.

a day in the life of juno

hi everyone! juno here (or newtrows nyree if we're being formal)

i heard that my photo was going to be in the newsletter so felt that i ought to put
paw to paper (with a little help)
my - how time flies! it only seems like yesterday when i left my dobe family in
scotland, a young 8 week old who was eager to see what the world had in store,
for a new life in yorkshire, how 10 years goes by, well - here goes
at this time of the year it is usually getting a bit quiet, but not on this day
8.00 - up as normal and out for the morning leg-stretch, usually a quiet time to
trot round the gardens and field, do the necessary, and return for a snack, but

not today - there was a rabbit on the lawn! nearly half an hour it took and i still
don’t know how it got away or where it went, john tells me that they are now on
“steroids” (whatever they are) and that’s why it is harder to catch them these days
ah! - where’s my breakfast
11.00 - time for the postman!!!!! - he likes a good “wuff”, (i really can’t relax until he
has been) now for a quick nap i think
12.30 - pre-lunch snuffles round the fields, a bit of mole-digging and, hey!, flushed 3
pheasants from the woods and a hawk from the field, shame however - no rabbits

Lucy on the lookout and Alfie . . . . being Alfie!

2.00 - lunch and afternoon nap time, best place is up against the radiator in the
kitchen - nice warm feeling and plenty of good cooking smells (i didn’t realise
that as we girls got a bit older we needed a bit more nap time)
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We soon settled in to a routine, a quick charge around the garden first thing, a quick
bite to eat and then 40 winks, Alfie is keen on the French 2 hour lunches and usually
manages to sleep the whole time, I , on the other hand spend the time exploring,
I usually manage to get my nose in somewhere unexpected with some interesting results.
The afternoons are spent owner training, they are coming along nicely now and produce
treats to order, they are good on the lead and very obedient.
Christmas has come and gone, we got some lovely presents and had a pleasant day,
On new years eve we stayed up to see the new year in so are a bit tired this morning,
Alfie is having 40 winks and I think I will Join him.
Such a lot has happened to us lately and it is lovely to have somewhere to call home, we
would like to say a big thank you to Dobermann Rescue and all the people that helped us
to find a home and just hope that other dobeydogs are as lucky in the new year.

Alfie Lucy!

6.00 - nothing like a nice rest to set you up for the evening walk, very quiet
today but a game of frisbee keeps you on your toes, now! where’s that supper!!
8.00 - and time for another nap beside my favourite
radiator, just sets me up for the night-time stroll
11.00 - do i really have to go out again? it’s very, very
comfortable here ok! we’re out, - now that’s better - once
you’re out you remember the night smells that need to
be tracked down
11.30 - ah! bed!

hey! - i’m feeling really …......yawn,

yawn, …....sorry, but, ….yawn..., all this

writing is very tiring, ….yawn, yawn......
must go now - there’s a rabbit waiting
for me in the morning

ps keep looking after all of my relatives please

loo
me

good
g
kin

a day in the life of juno

allo allo alfie & lucy

Eventually morning arrived and we took stock of our new home, the most obvious thing
was the size of the Dobeyrun, Alfie reluctantly agreed to have a trot around the perimeter
but was puffing a bit by the time we got back for breakfast he is a lazy old lad when it is
cold. After a hearty petit–dejeuner we did a bit of owner training, showing them the
best place for our beds (close to the fire) and where our food bowls should be, all this
training is quite tiring so we had a quick 40 winks before exploring further.
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a
whisper
from
Wales
you can teach an old dog new tricks!

Many people pass up the opportunity of offering a rescue dog a new forever home as they wrongly perceive them all as
having either behavioural or training problems or both. Opinions of people asked about adopting a rescue dog include
“Who wants to inherit someone else’s problems?”, “If the dog is so wonderful why would anyone want to give it away?”
or simply “I’d rather buy a puppy so I know what I’m getting”.
When we adopted Lily, our second rescue Dobermann, it was clear from the outset that she had come from a less than
perfect home as she was terrified of men in general and anyone that raised a hand near her, grabbed her collar or shouted
also invoked cowering and fear. She spent most of her first fortnight hidden under the office desk in the furthest recess of
the house she could find only coming out to eat, toilet and be taken for a walk. She was also pretty defensive around other
dogs and hated traffic of any kind.
She had basic commands and was fairly responsive (if you shouted loudly enough), but had clearly rarely, if ever, been walked
on a lead and her recall was pretty much non-existent too.... once Lily was off, she was gone! I got the impression she was
what I would call a “car boot dog” – one that is driven to the local park and let out to run around creating mayhem for a while
then bellowed at to return and driven home again.
Not long after we adopted her we moved from suburban Kent to beautiful rural Wales and many of her problems ironed
themselves out as she became more used to us and calmed down in the quiet of the countryside. However, her problem with
other dogs went from bad to worse (not helped by next door’s GSD barking and growling at her through the fence all day,
every day!) and she seemed somehow very unresponsive to us and not at all bonded.
After trying our best for a couple of years to make things better for her we decided to enlist the help of a dog trainer

sit

Working with Lily had made me realise that her lack of bonding
was likely due to the fact that, although we walked her every 		
day, fed her and gave her ‘the basics’, we really weren’t working
on leadership with her, which is something she desperately 		
needed to improve her confidence, so I decided to enrol in
down
stay
Colin’s training classes. She started off the beginners class 		
as although her sit and down were good, her stay and recall left
a great deal to be desired! The first couple of lessons she 		
was somewhat spooked by being around so many other dogs in
a wide open space, but the calm and positive attitude I had
learned quickly gave Lily the confidence to be around many
other dogs without feeling threatened and needing to growl or snap. Over the six weeks of the beginners class her stay and
recall improved and we passed out with flying colours.
In addition, her behaviour around other dogs was dramatically better - a huge plus. As a result of this training course Lily was
becoming far more attentive and responsive to me and, inspired by this, I decided to enrol in the intermediate class which
was more advanced and proved much more difficult than the beginners. I was however convinced that as long as I was
prepared to put the time in, we could do it! The first week was a bit shaky as Lily seemed not to want to do anything that
was asked of her, but I soon realised this wasn’t because she didn’t want to but simply that she needed lots of practice and
positive reinforcement so we went home determined to do better the following week. With lots of great advice from Colin
and encouragement and support from other members of the group by week four we were not only getting a lot better at the
tasks, but Lily’s attitude towards other
dogs had completely changed and she
would happily let others pass right next
to her without so much as batting an
recall
eyelid – fantastic!

distance stay

After trying our best for a couple of years to make things better for her we decided to enlist the help of a dog
trainer, but being aware that Lily is a nervous girl, I didn’t want to pick someone using the wrong methods and
make the situation even worse. I was looking for trainer who used kindness and reward rather than bellowing and
bullying, of which Lily has clearly already had her fair share, but also used “dog whispering” methods and after
extensive searching on the Net I came across Colin Jones – aka The Welsh Dog Whisperer – who lives with a pack of
no less than 5 Dobermanns.
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We initially took Lily along to Colin to undertake some socialisation with his pack as her snarling and snapping
at other dogs had really started to become a problem and also to address her pulling on the lead - she had
actually had both me and my husband Al off our feet more than once by now! He took her lead and walked
off purposefully with her and his dogs, and with a few well timed corrections, I was amazed at how quickly
she stopped pulling at her lead and panicking at the other dogs around her. There was one point at which he
had to snap her out of the zone, but within an hour she was in a local park off lead with three other Dobies
running around and even thinking about engaging in play with big boy Zeus........we were AMAZED!
Colin showed us some techniques to use if her behaviour wasn’t acceptable and we left the consultation
positive that things could get better. She went back for another couple of off-lead sessions, this time with a
mixed pack of dogs, which improved things even more and we were delighted at her incredibly fast progress.

Colin invited the higher achievers of the intermediate
group to come back to do advanced training and I have
decided to give it a go, despite Lily’s recall off lead still
being more than a bit dodgy. If she passes this course
she will hopefully have the opportunity to join Colin’s
demonstration pack and I can show the world that
despite her problems, with fair treatment, consistent
leadership, and rewarding good behaviour you can
indeed teach an old dog new tricks and perhaps inspire
others to take on the “less than perfect” rescue dog or indeed any rescue dog - with the knowledge that
their “wrinkles” can invariably be ironed out.

stay with walk around

rewarding
Recommended reading:

Huge thanks and appreciation to Colin Jones “The Welsh Dog Whisperer”

“The Dog Whisperer” 2nd Edition Paul Owens
A compassionate, Nonviolent Approach to Dog Training

W http://www.thewelsh-dogwhisperer.co.uk/
E tails4wales@ymail.com
T 07806 788333

“Give A Dog A Home” Graeme Sims
How to make your rescue dog a happy dog

a whisper from wales

a whisper from wales

training in unfamiliar places

Week six came and I nervously went
along for the final assessment - we
had put in a lot of work but I wasn’t
sure if it was enough to pass. I imagine my delight then
when, not only did she pass, but she earned a gold
award! If I had a tail I would have wagged
it right off that day I was so proud of her progress.
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There are several human foodstuffs that can cause allergic
reactions in pets. These can cause serious illness and in
some cases be fatal. Pet owners should not assume that
human food is always safe for pets.

I rescued Durga (now called Dara) from
Ann at Cranfield Kennels last December.
She was 10 months old and clearly had
been mistreated. When Ann brought her
through to us, she sat, cowered and wet
herself. We lost our beautiful blue Dobey
Jake back at the end of October, he also,
was a rescue. There was never any
doubt that we wanted to offer a
chance of a happy life to another Dobe.

Toxic food:
X Chocolate including
X Cocoa shell mulches
X Cocoa beans
X Cocoa powder
X Plain chocolate
X Milk chocolate
X Drinking chocolate
X White chocolate
X Onion & garlic, including food containing onion powder
X Raisins & grapes
X Macadamia nuts

Dara has a few teething problems.
She is after all still a baby. Though she
is still bad on the lead, she will now
socialise with other dogs. And will allow
strange people we meet out to interact
with her. She does have issues with
men. But gently, and little by little, we
are overcoming these. She is learning
quickly, she has fabulous recall, and
knows all the basic commands. We think
she is crossbreed Kangaroo ! She bounces
everywhere on her hind legs !

Important notice for pet owners

She has the run of our house, and
her own settee :) Any chair I sit in,
she clambers up with me and sits on
my lap !
She had her first visit to our vets this
week, its taken us this long to teach
her going in the car isn’t a bad thing,
and has had her MOT, she is being
treated for skin and ear mites and
is feeling a lot better now she is on
some medication.

a brighter
future for
Dara

She has healed scar’s on all her legs
where she clearly was only given
concrete to lie on. And two patches of
superglue in her ears, that I’m slowly
working on to remove, where they
clearly felt it necessary to keep her
ears down.
Our vet thinks this little lady hasn’t
had a good start in life at all.

DANGER XXX

danger xxx & if
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Plant perils:
X Holly X Poinsetta X Mistletoe X Coconut mulch
X Amaryllis bulbs X Asparagus fern X Cyclamen
X Daffodil bulbs X Day lilies X Delphiniums X Foxgloves
X Hemlock X Hyacinth X Hydrangea X Ivy X Lilies X Lupins
X Morning glory X Nightshade X Oleander X Rhododendron
X Rhubarb X Sweet pea X Tulip bulbs X Umbrella plant
X Wisteria X Yew X Mushrooms
X Toadstools and some berries

Please take care with storage
and disposal of listed foods.

She loves to play,
stuffed toys,
footballs....tuggies.....
you name it, she
plays with it, and
brings it to you to
play with.

Her personality is
starting to come out,
she is a little minx but
we love her anyway.

Lorraine and Dara in Banbury

Watch this space !!
We will keep you updated.

dopey dobey

Please send us your dopey dobey pics for our Autumn 2013 Lifeline.
Just email your picture to lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk, the funniest entries will be published in our next issue.

i F. . .

blofeld ?

if you can always be cheerful if you can sleep without drugs if you can relax without alcohol
if you can start the day without caffeine if you can take blame without resentment if you can resist
complaining if you can eat the same food every day and be grateful for it if you can understand it
if your loved ones are too busy to give you time, and if you can overlook it when those who love you
take it out on you when, through no fault of yours, something goes wrong, then, my friend, you are
almost as good as your dog!

if...dog Christine Hankinson in memory of Bertie 1995 - 2010

heads, tails, knees and toes . . .

sausages!

a brighter future for dara & dopey dobey

Other potential dangers:
X Pear pips
X The kernels of plums, peaches and apricots
X Apple core pips
X Potato peelings and green looking potatoes
X Rhubarb leaves
X Mouldy/spoiled food
X Alcohol
X Yeast dough
X Coffee grounds/beans and tea
X Hops
X Tomato leaves and stems
X Broccoli (in large amounts)
X Cigarettes, tobacco and cigars
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sophia

my zoe

the little one

She came to us without a name and so we called
her Zoe
But when we played her favourite games we always

Dobay
Sponsadobe members, friends of Rescue, just a thought to share.

called her Stumpy Tail!

Last year Ian and I hit upon our local auction house after having a clear-out and, taking such items as costume jewellery,
(1960’s) ornaments, Ian’s collection of Star Wars magazines (yes, really) and all number of paraphernalia which quite frankly
hasn’t been looked at or used for quite some time.

She was my babe, she was my child, she was
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0
2001-2

my friend
She was my soul mate to the end
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Sophia was a lovely dog,
We didn’t want her to pop her clogs.
She came along in 2000 and 1,
We loved her before too very long.
She ripped up the sofa, she ripped up our shoes.
But she never gave us the doggie blues.
She had two daddies, Neville and Herve,
We took her to shows and she won many rosettes.
We walked her everyday, she was so gay.
She loved the woods in Eltham.
She loved squirreling.
We took her to Aldeburgh, she played on the beach.
There wasn’t much that we needed to teach.
She loved eating bones and answering phones.
She would bark when it rang.
I remember the summers when she rolled in the grass,
Oh it was fun, I thought it would last.
Now she is gone, she’s a ghost of the past.
Oh I do think it will break my poor heart.
She loved her Mummy, Clash and Bilbo too.
She always told us when she wanted to poo.
She loved chasing foxes and opening boxes,
on Christmas day too.
Oh how we will miss her, that doggie of mine,
but we will get over it, one day at a time.
For she is in heaven, that great doggy heaven, with
Bella,Tot and Jack.
She’ll never come back.
But one day we’ll meet her there, when we go over
there and run in the fields with no more cares.
We loved her, we loved her, more than our lives.
But we’ll get another puppy and all will be well.
She’ll play with her toys and make lots of smells.
She won’t be the same, as she’ll never be replaced.
We’ll never again see her beautiful face.
But we all have to die and take our place in the sky.
Dobermanns are the best and God give her rest.
Bless you my Sophia, you gave us such fun and now
your days are finally done.
We loved to see you in the sun, running through the
mea and having such fun.
We’ll love you forever and never forget,
The joy hat you gave us has not ended yet

Laura Stephen

my heart would break
I couldn’t stop the tears that flowed, I knew how
much I’d miss her so.
Her soft brown eyes looked into mine.
I couldn’t bear to let her go.
I kissed her face for that last time and whispered
how I loved her so.
An angel took her on his wings and then she felt
no pain
And now I know her spirit’s free and she is on this

It was then that it occurred to us that perhaps others might have a small enough item to send to us for inclusion in an auction
and contribute to help the Dobermanns at the same time, we all seem to have something no longer needed and, taking up
space in that bottom drawer. Or indeed you could always find out if you have a friendly local auction house which would be
prepared to do the same (worth a try).
So going forward and with the assistance of the auctioneer after listening to our plea for the dogs, the auctioneer (Robert)
has offered, very generously, to keep a running account open for us so we can just keep adding to the pot (as it were) and
when we want to stop or need the cash for the dogs he will release the amount saved and write a cheque to Rescue.
We can take anything to him and he will do his best to sell either individually or in bulk lots. For example a family friend has
donated items which would ordinarily have gone in a skip - this method far out-weighs the hassle of boot sales or suchlike for
us and doesn’t waste valuable time.

land with me

If this idea appeals, then we are prepared to receive your unwanted goods of a reasonable age and condition (although saying
that we had a broken Beswick Pheasant model if it was in good condition worth £110 and, that went for £24 – better than
nothing) anyhow Ian and I are prepared to transport items down to the auction house along with anything else we may find
on our travels through the sheds in our garden and, believe me it is an ongoing job, so no rush!

This place, is Zoe’s garden.
The forest and its tracks and trees and all
surrounding sunflower fields
Is where she is, she’ll always be
I know that she is here – near me.

She left us her dish, her toys, her lead
Her love and treasured memories.

Anne Christine Hibberdine
zoe

our address: 49 Totnes Road, Welling, Kent DA16 1BU
Background information: The Greenwich Auctions Partnership has a website so you can
see they are mainly general auctions, but do specific genuine antiques as well.
They often have BBC2 programmes like “Flog It” among others being filmed there.

www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk

summer show
Sunday 21st July 2013

2002-

2012

Opens at 10 Judging starts at 11. Pedigree judge is Mr Barry Blunden & Novelty judge is Mrs Jeanne Walker.

dobay & events

memories

On that grey day she passed away I’d always known
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Sales would be grateful for:

Help us to Help them!

• Wrapping paper
• Parcel tape
• Sticky labels
• Used stamps (Gill Westwood)
• Bedding (Cranfield Kennels)
Collection Boxes are still available from
Dave Winterbourn, please ring or write.

Lifeline
Autumn 2013 content needed by September! lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk

contacts

We have two main kennels – all enquiries
regarding cash, material donations, or adopting
Dobes can be made to one of our main kennels,
or one of our area officers.
If you have a Dobermann and need to give it up
for adoption then contact our main kennels only,
below, by phone.
Hilbrae Kennels
Cold Hatton
Telford
Shropshire
TF6 6QJ
Val Griffiths 01952 409474
Cranfield Kennels
Cranfield Park Rd
Wickford
Essex
SS12 9LG
Mr & Mrs Gibbins 01268 733353
facebook.com/dobermannrescueltd
twitter.com/dobeyrescue

If you cannot get in touch with our main kennels,
then please try one of our Area Officers:
Manchester Judith Balshaw
01617 635423
judith@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Shropshire & West Midlands Mrs. Val Griffiths
01952 409474
Suffolk Helen Townsend
01473 832301
helen@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Brighton Allison Bradley
01273 684830
Essex Mrs. Ann Gibbins
01268 733353

Sponsadobe and Sales
Lynda Tregenna
0208 3032664
lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
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